Abstract-Automatic endoscope video analysis is an essential function for medical robot and computer-aided diagnosis system. However, the performance of these video analysis algorithms are often degraded by low quality endoscope images under the uncontrolled environment, where some of them are difficult even for human ourselves for analysis, such as oversaturated by reflection, too dark or obscure. In this paper, we formulate the problem of gastroscopy video quality evaluation as a supervised framework and detect non-informative frames from gastroscopy video sequence. In order to achieve this goal, HSV histograms, pyramid of histograms of orientation gradients and uniform Local Binary Pattern are extracted to represent frames. And then the Random Forests classifier is used to classify non-informative frames. Experimental results in our new gastroscopy video dataset with about 110000 frames demonstrate that the accuracy of our method is about 95% with the false positive rate lower than 1.3%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Endoscope is a novel and challenging technique which has been widely used in the field of medicine. For stomach examination nowadays, wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) [1] and gastroscopy are primarily two ways to be used. Compared to the latter, WCE can only stay a short time in the digestive tract, and can not be controlled limberly, so, gastroscopy becomes the main method in practice.
Usually the entire gastroscopy examination lasts about 10 ∼ 30 minutes, and records about 15000 images. Clinicians can view the frames for backup to analyze whether there is a potential disease in the gastrointestinal or subsequent researches, like computer-aided diagnosis using the recorded images. However, due to the complexity of the inside human cavity and the gastroscopy cannot be controlled well, the quality of some gastroscopy images are so poor that even clinicians themselves cannot make a diagnosis, such as oversaturated by reflection, too dark or obscure. These frames can be called non-informative frames. Presence of many such frames not only is one reason for the large visualization time but also has a great negative effect on the computer-aided diagnosis. In order to reduce time and increase accuracy in disease and other kinds of detection, it is essential to assess the video quality and distinguish noninformative frames which do not carry clinical information.
Previous work mainly aim at the lesion detection or wireless capsule images. [2] proposed an interesting method of selecting MPEG-7 visual descriptors as feature extractor to recognize several diseases such as ulcers and bleeding. [3] applied an unsupervised methodology based on clustering and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to summarize the WCE video by keeping the most representative frames.
[4] introduced a novel automatic method to detect bubbled frames in WCE video. In [5] , a new scheme for gastroscopy image lesion detection was proposed which combined two new multiscale texture features with AdaBoost as a classifier. However, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work focusing on traditional gastroscopy video quality assessment and this technology can be used to medical robot or computer-aided diagnosis system. In Fig. 1 , we propose our framework. Firstly, we extracted the HSV histograms, pyramid of histograms of orientation gradients (PHOG) and uniform Local Binary Pattern (ULBP) features to effectively represent images. And then combined with Random Forests as a classifier, the non-informative frames are detected and isolated from the original sequence. Experimental results show that the method has a good performance.
In summary, our main contributions are listed below: i) We propose an automatic gastroscopy video quality assessment method, which can effectively reduce the amount of data for manual operation or computer-aided diagnosis without loss of information. ii) We collect and build a new gastroscopy video dataset with about 110000 frames and annotate partial data as the groundtruth.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Informative and non-informative images demonstrate different characteristics as showed in Fig. 2 , which inspire us to study closely about the feature extraction. In order to be powerful enough to describe such a great diversity, we extract color, texture and shape operators to represent gastroscopy video frame information and discuss how to extract these three descriptors as follows.
A. ROI Extraction
In the gastroscopy video frames, there are large invalid regions such as black background and textual descriptions that make no contribution to the diagnosis. So in order to make feature extraction easier and reliable, the region of interest (ROI) is cut out. More precisely, only the maximum square including the informative frame as shown in Fig. 3 is considered as the ROI. As the original image resolution is 768 × 576, we crop the ROI with the size of 489 × 409 in our algorithm.
B. Color Features
Color is a naturally characteristic of images, and it supplies an important cue for image analysis. Many color spaces have been used in image processing, such as RGB, YUV, CIE Lab and HSV. In this paper, HSV color space is employed with the reason that HSV color model is close to human visual characteristics. The conversion from RGB space to HSV color space is as follows [6] : For extracting color features, ROI is first transformed from RGB space to HSV space. And then we split each ROI into 3 × 3 subimages, and extract a 24-bin HSV color histogram from each subimage (H channel has 16-bins, S and V channel has 4 bins). Then we combine them together to generate a whole color feature
C. Spatial Shape Descriptor -PHOG
In [7] , Anna Bosch et al.proposed a descriptor-a Pyramid of Histograms of Orientation Gradients (PHOG) that represents local image shape and its spatial layout, together with a spatial pyramid kernel. Local shape is represented by a histogram of edge orientations within an image subregion quantized into K bins. Each bin in the histogram represents the number of edges that has orientations within a certain angular range, and the contribution of each edge is weighted according to its magnitude. In order to introduce spatial information, the spatial pyramid is applied (see Fig. 4 ). In out experiment, we set K = 8, and the pyramid level is 2. So we get a shape feature f S ∈ R d S , d S = 168. 
D. Uniform Local Binary Pattern
As a texture descriptor, the local binary pattern (LBP) [8] can be seen as a combined approach to the traditionally divergent statistical and structural models of texture analysis. LBP is simple to calculate and its classification effect is prominent, it has produced many variants in application. Among these variants, uniform LBP (ULBP) [9] has a good rotation invariant performance. The neighborhood pixels are converted to binary code 0 or 1 by taking the value of the center pixel as threshold, the transformation as following:
where g c represents the value of the regional center, g p is the "adjacent pixels" of g c . An illustration of the operator is shown in Fig. 5 . After the transformation shown as (2), a sequence consist of 0 and 1 will be obtained. Consider the change frequency from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0, the maximum is limited to 2, and define the ULBP as following formulas:
Where,
LBP P,R means P sampling points on a circle of radius of R. Examples of the circular neighborhood are shown in Fig.  6 . For the original image, do the transform (3) on the V channel of its HSV color model, form a ULBP image, then calculate its histogram. In our method, we extract a 59-bin ULBP histogram from the V channel to generate a texture feature
Finally, the color feature, the shape feature and the texture feature extracted from the ROI are combined to obtain the final feature vector with the feature dimension as 
III. VIDEO QUALITY ASSESSMENT
In the gastroscopy video, non-informative frames have very complex patterns of color and texture. In order to eliminate the non-informative frames effectively from the original sequence, not only need features mentioned above, but also need a classifier that can classify the non-informative frames accurately. Because of the diversity of the distortion type, the non-informative need to be divided into several categories, namely oversaturated frames, dark frames and obscure frames which makes the assignment require a multi classifier. There are many classifiers such as Support vector machine (SVM) [10] , [11] , [12] , Bayes classifier [13] , [14] , neural network [15] , fuzzy c-means clustering [16] , etc. To improve the classification performance we adopt the Random Forest technique, as it has been proposed by L.Breiman in 2001 [17] as its exceptional performance in high dimensional space and it doesnt need prior knowledge. Random Forests is widely used in classification problems [18] , [19] . The main idea is to build many different tree-structured classiers h(X, Θ k , k = 1, · · ·), where the Θ k are independent identically distributed random vectors. In particular, each tree is grown by combining the technique of Bagging [20] with a random selection of features [21] :
• N is the number of samples in the training set. Each tree grows by using a new training set consisting of N elements randomly chosen (with replacement) from the original data. Small changes in the training set can result in substantial changes in the final result.
• M is the number of discriminative features for classification. For each split only m M different features are randomly selected. The value of m is set by the user at the beginning of the training phase and remains constant for each split and for each tree.
Given a test sample, it is forwarded to the classification of each tree in the forest and provide a label. The class status of the response variable is predicted via the majority vote of the predictions of all the trees in the forest.
Random forests is very user-friendly in the sense that it has only two parameters (the number of variables in the random subset at each node and the number of trees in the forest), and is usually not very sensitive to their values. Thus in our paper, we select random forests to detect non-informative frames.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we design a new gastroscopy video dataset and introduce the non-informative frames detection results to validate our method.
A. Dataset
By cooperating with Chinese PLA General Hospital, we totally collect 10 gastroscopy videos, in which 2 are from healthy ones, i.e. there is no visible lesion, and the other 8 are with various gastroscopy lesions, such as gastritis, cancer, ulcer, polyp. Each video contains about 6000 ∼ 18000 frames. The frame rates ranges from 20 to 31 frames per second (FPS). The groundtruth of informative frames and non-informative frames are annotated by clinicians, which include 2610 informative frames, 790 oversaturated frames, 640 dark frames and 1158 obscure frames. The original image resolution is 768 × 576, and we crop the ROI with the size of 489 × 409 to test our algorithm. Descriptions of these 10 videos are given in Table I . The average video length is about 414 s.
B. Evaluation
In the implementation of the experiment, we labeled the groundtruth as four classes, namely informative frames (normal frames), oversaturated frames, dark frames, and obscure frames. The latter three are collectively referred to as noninformative frames. To justify the detection performance, we measure the sensitivity, false positive and total accuracy [22] as follows:
where T P, FN, T N, and FP respectively denote the number of informative (oversaturated\dark\obscure) frames that are correctly labeled, the number of informative (oversaturated\dark\obscure) frames that are incorrectly labeled, the number of frames except informative (oversaturated\dark\obscure) frames that are correctly labeled, the number of frames except informative (oversaturated\dark\obscure) frames that are incorrectly labeled. The mark frames are first applied to cut out the ROI and then extract a d-dimension feature vector to represent them. We divide the above mentioned groundtruth into two groups, and each group contains the same amount of each kind of samples. One of the groups is used as training dataset, with the other one as test data (mark frames by numbers, then by using random function, 50% and 50% of frames are labeled as training and test samples, respectively).
Based on the training data, we started the training phase for the construction of the forest. As mentioned above, two parameters are required by the user: the number of variables in the random subset at each node and the number of trees in the forest. In our method, we trained a forest with a progressively increasing number of trees (from 1 to 50 trees) and in each step the search for the best split is done by minimizing the Ginicoefficient on a subset of m = √ M [19] . Fig.7 (a) shows the total accuracy as trees are added to the forest. We can see from the figure that the performance does not improve greatly after a certain number of trees have been added. 22 is a relative better choice for the optimal number of trees. More detail measurement can be seen in table II. Fig.8 shows the classification results obtained with the choice of parameters and a comparison with the related boosted based method [23] . Compared to the boosting based implementation, Random Forests can effectively detect the non-informative frames from the original dataset with high sensitivity rate and low false positive rate. Meanwhile we report some typical errors of our classifier which can be seen from Fig.9 . Many informative frames labeled as noninformative frames are due to the influence of residual or unabsorbed foods and digestive juice. Relatively speaking, the non-informative frames labeled as informative frames are mainly caused by the local character of the corresponding distortion. In order to resolve these problem, new features should reflect these particular scenarios. In addition, training data must include as many images as possible to predict only true informative (non-informative) frames.
We also apply our method to the 10 videos in our dataset. The results are showed in table III. The average rate of noninformative frames is about 13.9%, which makes a negative influence on the computer-aided diagnosis and also reflects the importance of our work. 1  13550  1052  23  1216  2  6405  277  7  416  3  17954  1095  1155  1374  4  7858  432  5  360  5  10669  307  85  733  6  11734  1022  23  680  7  10729  596  54  417  8  16273  586  266  1129  9  8510  317  10  477  10  6012  424  7 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a novel scheme for video quality assessment in gastroscopy videos. Relying on a custom set of color, texture and shape features combined with a classification technique based on random forests, we achieved good classification performance that can see from the preliminary results. Our work can effectively reduce the amount of data and depress the interference of noninformative frames to medical robot or computer-aided diagnosis. Future work will focus on testifying the robustness of our proposed method using various gastroscopy videos. 
